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IsPoit: Optimization Based Estimation
and Hypothesis Testing

We will try to develop asomewhat general theory
ofEstimation and Statistical Testing procedures those
emerge in the context ofEconometrics via Mathematical

optimization. The criterial involved usually represent
(port of) the structure of the statistical/econometric Model
athand. The optimization in severalcases (e.g. in slightly
more complicated models than the linear), cannotbe analy-
tically performed,and we rely on numerical/computational
methods. The properties of the resulting procedures are evaluated
vios asymptotic theory.Many ofthe standard procedures used
in econometrics - e.g. OLSE, OLSE, MLE, GNMEare specific
instances ofsuch-like optimization basedprocedures.
We need firstto fix ageneral framework in which to
develop our theory:
General Framework Dimensionality ofthe typical

element ofthe sampleThe general framework will consist of: ↑7
xXH

30 the sample; typically a random element In -R

In our examples In will mostly be an n-sized collection
of random Motrices. E.g. in the usual lineou
Model En =(Xn, n) with in is a nxt random

vector (dependent variable), n is a nxp random

A=0 +1



Moceri✗ (regressor5) . Zn Can be perceived as 06 nxcptt) random.

Matrix
.

In the general form of the instrumental variables
linear Model Zn = Cxn

,
☆n
,
Wn)*with Vn

,
☆n Ocs before

and Wn a random Matrix nxq of instruments . ☐

[More examples will be given shortly] * b-=p-19+1

I. the object of inference : The joint distribution of
the sample 2-n is (at least partially unknown.
The objece of the statistical inference is to use

information from En in order to retrieve Capproximate) the unknown desired characteristics of the
distribution 1 := Do?

Example : Conditional mean
the conditional (on theinformationset -6 algebra - generated by *n)
mean of Xn

, i.e.EC/ocq) is partially
Unknown .

_

Example .

Wear instruments Q random element Rn such

that its deviation from Yu is orthogonal to a "set

of instrumentsu Wn, i.e. TE@nah -Rn)) = 09×1 .
I. Exogenous GO.tt . 2in) structure employed for the object
of inference: in our frameworn it is assumed that the

object of inference Do Cpartially) depends on the
unknown value of an Euclidean parameter



=D Do =D 0-03

D-◦ c- ⊖ e- IRP [PG IN
*]

. Knowledge of O_0 would be
considered

as a sufficient reduction of the problem of mowing the
desired characteristics of Do

.

O_0 is unknown; hence its

recovery Cor approximation) is the purpose of the statisticalinference
.

[we thus restrict ourselves into the framework of parametric
description of the desired characteristics of the anrnowy Do

.

Non parametric considerations - although very interesting - are out
of the scope of our lectures] i.e. In = ✗n -00-1En

E-&/bad) = •nxn

Example Usual linearModel: we assume that theaforementionedconditional Mean
,
is linear w.r.it. the information

i.e. is of the form ☆n -00
,

O_O C- IRP E-

Example Wear instruments linear model: we assume that

A) E-(Wn'Ck -✗no;D = •qxe , for ④ EIRP . Notice that

when g-Q and Wn=Xn, G) also
holds in the usual

linear model . Et
Example
Q generalization of the -Usual linear Model:

E-Ctn /Gcxnion)) = g. 10, *a)
where y : -0×112

"P
-1> IR

"
is hiDown:

e.g. glo , *a) = ( exp l0%*i=a
,
. ..is

where * ci, is the ith row of ☆n .



notice that in this case the conditional dean is not linear

in *n
,
but knowledge of the unknown -00 would be

equivalent with knowledge of ( expCodXii))) i⇒,..,n=
= E- ( Vn /ocxn) ) . ☒
-Notice that in all the above cases

, knowledge of O_0,
does not imply knowledge of the entire conditional (on the
relevant information see] distribution of Yn . (

"

ontly
,

theconditionalMean is thus known .]

• Notice also in the above cases that O_0 is independent
of n

,
but F-Cn /gang) is not. Hence O_0

essentiallyrepresents Goethe of 2 the properties of theconditionalmean that do not depend on the information sees .
☐

Since O_0 is annwn
,
it will be "searched for, on a set

of values for the parameter, that May contain O_0
.
This

will be denoted by ⊖, referred to as the Parameter space,
and will be structured by any further exogenous information
that May be available to the researcher beyond Zn .

This defines a see of potential distributions for Zn ,
-0 a- D-→ DC-0.1

i.e. every possible value for the parameter D-
defines a see of possible distributions of 2-n .



Example Usual linear Model
Suppose that no other

exogenous information is known for O_O
,
so ⊖ isMaximal

,
i.e. -0--112? if D- c- IRR

,
then *no is a potential

conditional Mean for tin , and DCO) is the see ofconditionaldistributions with mean ☆no
.
Notice that in this

case the correspondence D- → DCQ) is akeléiualeeed
.

It could be the case that More information is known about

☐ (0-0)
, e.g . that D.(0-0) = NCXNO-o.7-n.in) with Ivan the

relevant identity . In such a case
"

only, the conditional Mean
is unknown-since do is unknown - and incorporating thisinformationwe obtain that the correspondence

D-→ DC-07 = N(✗no,-1mn) is

actually a function [ to each possible value of -0 a
unique Gaussian distribution is associated). T%

Definition:Returningtothegeneralcasetkecorrespondence
-0 a D- →D 10-7

defines a (parametric) statistical Model for the

approximation of D-oj it is the see of distributions

{DCo),oe⊖3c



- when the correspondence o-D(A) is actually abutti-
valued, the model is termed semi-parametric (8 does
not uniquely specify the distribution; essentially an "infinite
dimensional point,is leftunparametrized.
~ When the correspondence o-DCO) isactually a function,
the Model is termed (fully) poroltric.

Example
-
the STECn/o(n) =XnO, otlRi3 ()

is asemi-pocrometric lineous model.
-the 2 in/0(Xn) - N(Xn0, Inn),

②cli]

⑭IsO(ocussion)pocoetriclineorModeltoseewhen
its specification is partially base on exogenous information
about the distributions involved derived from the economic

theory andor other empirical properties ofeconomic phenomena.
->

imple in the usual linear model in is atime series ofobserved

stock logarithmic excess returns, and Xn=Nh, p=1 and

is avector ofmarrietlogarithmic returns, then the
financial economics CAPM predicts thatQ/0(x))=XnF
for some unknown BoCIR, hence the econometric semipara-
Metric linear Model (A) with p=1.



Example

(*) suppose thatthe final ye31,23 decides to
enter the docketon, (Eg,m=1) or not (zj,M=1)
meE1,2, ...,M3, bossed on the profitfunction

Th,m =[2,m-0qzz,]+zxm=1, with EMsUnitzo]

Engine is the other firms decision to enter Morwet My
80 =(001,802) (0= C07X(01). Eg,m is the stochastic

etility ofa from entering in M. We can prove thatthe
stochastic i. (Z1M, Z,M) =(1,1), ifem>8og Uffiz
game has it. (L,m, E2,M) =(1,0) ifEM1801, EMDoz ④
the following iii (z,M,22,M) =(0.1) ifE1,MC00, EM4,002
Outcomes:

ii (2,0, 22,m) =3(011)ifEy,m005 N5=1,2

↳Multible Nash

equilibria
Withoutany further assumptions we have

that lease calculations based on independence)

1P(5()) =1P(2+,m>8,m)IP(Ez,m>002,m)
=A-forn) (1-802,m)

IP((3) =(P) (zn,m,Zn,v) =(1,0) =(P(Zz,m =0)

EC (-80)80.n = 1P((z,m,Zn,m)=41,0)) =E0r
which can be cquivalently be rewritten as the

following system ofMoment inequalities:



we will not

further discuss"

¥:÷:÷:÷÷÷;?:}f↳o⇔••rF-⑦ ieect-72.in) - (1--00,510-0,2) ≥0
a while!

Given a sample of @#in ,
%
,#
M=A, .-ydt

of observed decisions for the two times we obtain

the econometric parametric model of Moment

inequalities

{
E- &.im?-am-C1-o-DCe.o-D)=0-t-&,mC1--2-zaD-@--QD0-D≥O§ , =(%) }It@ - Zi ;mG--2rem)) ≥0 C-①=

(0,1-7×0,1)Example GARCHG;D -Model •

(A)

The empirical characteristics of financial logarithmic
excess returns imply certain properties of conditional hetero-

shredocseicity .

Such properties can be purely Modelled by
by stochocsac processes that are defined as csoltrtions

to Stochastic Recurrence Equations like

• given 2-e iid with It⇔=0,Itz⇔=k

(A) • Ye = 2-toe
,
te≥

• 6-i-wot@oZt-atbo3Ge-i.ec-12

With Wo>0
,
do
,
Go≥0 unknown .



Itturns out that when IQnC(z060))10
there exists a unique stationary and ergodic
solution to (A) specified as:

yz =zz w0CA+oo(60z+ +50)tR
which isferched as aGARCH process. Even if the
above hold, 8% =(wa,Co,60 is unwnown and

the relevantsemiparametric model that is thus

structured, for agiven time series simple of
observable returns (11)

Ex....,n

2 yz =2.The it=1,..., 4

3nt =w+Nyt6 hE Ixcorrected typo]

8=(w,a,b)<0,0=3 (w,4,8)CR3:

w>0, 1,850, Tln(xz8) cO2
#

Remarks
Notice thatboth the previous examples reveal that

the representationsofan econometric model can
be

quite diverse: Moment conditions, recurrence

equations, etc. In all cases though every-
thing is reducible to structure about the
particular characteristics ofinterest for
the jointdistribution ofthe sample. *



Definition.Thestatis-icaldlodeliswelb-specified.it#
Do lies in it .

-inallothevcasesthedlodelisuiss.pe#ied.dlispei-
frication May occur due to that the Model is not correctly
parameterized , e.g. some regressor is omitted in the linear

model
,
or the conditionalmean is not linear

,
or due

to that 0-0-4⊖
,
e.g.EC#o-2o4-bo)) >0 in the previous

example.
Assumption.We will be worming with correctly specified Models

(specification analysis is also part of statisticalinference
j we will not touch this ?]

Inference

A. Estimation : Given the model an esaiuoctor

of O_0 is any measurable l-une-aono-i.IR""→⊖
↳ this is needed in order

for On to have a well-defined

distribution
.

Its proper-des will

depend on there_
For fixed n the properties of the estimators are

generally unionown .
Those become more discernible

when n→ too due to the limit theory pore ofprobabilitytheory. Thus:



Defiwitiononiscoeocnrlyconsistenriff
He>o

,
line IPC 110in -0-011>E) =D

w>t•_I#ideald+nce
between One and -00↳

Consistency derivations can be facilitated

by LLNS . [Minimal Properey]

Detinition.ifd-nisweanlyconsistentoundr.cn#
is a real sequence such that rn→ too, then

On has rate rn
,
iff He>0,7M>0 :

true IDC rn Hon-0-011 >M) ≤E-
U-2-100

www.nitexis-srnistrerdeed#-eofonoevgeucea[ Desired as fast as possible]

Detinition.ll-O-nisweah-lyconsis-entwitbrocte.ru
,
then it is termed asymptotically

Gaussian iff F En N CoopV¥ such

that rn④n-0-07 ~> 2-

LDConoergenceindis-lribationtpt.beextraction of rates and asymptoticdistributionscan be facilitatedby CLTS .



V is the asymptotic variance of -01 . Desired as "small"
as possible .

B. Inference : Suppose that the analyse wishes to
empirically validate the hypothesis that
-00 C- ①* ≤⊖ against O_O C- -0A ≤⊖ with

-0*1⊖* = ∅.
It thus specifies the hypothesis

structure Ho : O_O C-①*
a-*?

He : O_0 C- -0A
.

d- statistical ease of G-*) gioen a significance
level ✗ C- COAT is a Measurable function

total : IRM→ {cannot reject Ito,rejectHo}
Delinitions-he-eseis-ceraeedasyaep-iotioyon.at

ve iff liar IP ( reface Ho by -4 / Hoholds)
n-31-00

a ✗ . (exact
.

when =✗)
The test is termed consistent iff

line Ipcreseceltobytn / It, holds)
Asta

= 1-
.

L-dlinimaeproper-u.es#



Optimization Based Estimators and Testing
Procedures.

In several cosses already mentioned before, the structure
of the statistical Model implies that to can be reco-

vered via some sort of variation principle; i.e. as

an optimizer of(ausually intractable) real function.

Example Consider the usual linear model enbounced with
orestriction of the existence of the second conditional

Moments, and

homoswedasticity,i.e. 3 ECXn/0(xn)) =Xn8, OCO 3Varn 10(Xul) =Inxn (A)

In such acase by construction (why) to satisfies

Go =argmin TF (Qn-XuE)"(in-Xn*(xn)8c0

ifthe criterion O- TE (CXu-XuA)'(vn-Xu0)/6(xn))
where actually known then it could be the case that
to could be recovered by solving the optimi
zoction prophen. However the criterion is unknown

since itdepends on Do viaIC/0(X)
·(A) without loss ofgenerality



I.e. the structure of the statistical /
econometricModel is such that

,
7C :-O -2113

Do

↳ it may% O_0 = anguine ↳ (⊖) . also depend
D- c-⊖

on the sample
However Gz is intractable due to its
dependence on Do . In several cases Cpo

is also . approximate by its empirical
analogue:
Example (continued? the empirical analogue
of E- CK- Xu -0) 'Citrin -0716cm) is the
empirical mean tu Cin -✗nothin-✗n°-7 .☐•
Hence there exists a Cn COD : 112*7-0 → 112

that is traceable Coioc the sample Zn) and

somehow approximates Cpo .

Thus we immediately obtain the following
definition:

DefinitionGiuen-cheal-ovedeentionedstrac-ureocnoptim.it
2-cation based estimator (OE) is defined by

r9mi.2.o.cn



Example . In the tweak)instrumental variables linear model

the empirical analogue of the Moment conditions thole
define the structure of the model is tnwn 4h - ✗no) .

E- lunch -xn-0)) :-O→ 1129 when well defined.
Let Vq be a strictly positive definite 9×9 Matrix

i.e. tf 2-c-1129 2-
'V92- = 0 ⇔ 2- =@axe . As 01 alot-

tar of facts
,
the function 2- →②'Vaz)" is a

moral on 1129 that is uniquely minimized at E-% .
.

Hence
, given Vq

,
in this instance*

CLOD : = F-Concur-xn-03] V9 E- Conan-✗no))
has the property that -00 c- argaeincc-07 .

Given

D-C-⊖
the remark above about the empirical analogue
an OE estimator of -00 can be defined by
G) On c- arguein #•ncvn-xno-D.baEnough-kid)

D- C-⊖

d) is termed as the IO es-a'aloceor of O_O CIVET
.

1-. How is V0, chosen?

2. Are other norms in 1129 usable?

☒*

* Optimization-wise without loss of generality we
can work with the squared norol -why?



Example . In the aforementioned GARCH d-AT Modelo

it can be proven that Ñy
(A) 0-oo-argaeinF-knh.to/-2--i&&-o.j)

d-G-0

with keloid defined by the stochastic recurrence
equation

he⑥=w -1 ✗ GET +bhe-e.CH
,
t.ee

It can also be proven that for arbitrary

ho >0
,
the empirical analogue

Cribs:-& _É&h:(0-1-1 Y-iynq.org)
with h◦*=ho , h-EG-kw-iay-E-bhi.io?-C--k

,
n- e,
N

provides an "asymptotically plausible
approximation of (b) hence an OE estimator

can be defined by
One argdieu Cinco .

①C-⊖

1.On is the Gaussian Quasi Maximum Livelihood
Estimator CQMLÉ of O_O

.

2. Why (A) holds? 3. In what sense is the
aforementioned approximation plausible?



Returning to the general case;
Question: How can we be sure that on exists?

- Meaning of existence:aOrgmin (10)0
Ot

with probability 1
lactually it would be even
More helpful ifthe orgain
is asingleton)
6. On should be Measura

ble (i.e. have a well

defined probability distri
bution so that its properties
are definable, at leastas
1-0)

O2Answer: acan be ensured by several conditions:
e.g. if(:otIR is continuous with probability
1 and is compact (closed and bounded
then arymin (Co) to, by aNeierstrass Theoreas

OCQ

type argument. (not necessarily singleton thought-
then a selection mustbe used)

e.g. if(n:8-1R is strictly convex, and O is
oclosed convex subset ofIRS with probability



I, then arymin(h(G) singleton. E.g. this is ensured inthe

the usual linear model if vanwXn=q, and 0:1kP.

Then On= (XnXu)"Xu'n [why?

8. Under slightly stronger conditions (e.g. Joint conti-
nuityof(n w.r.t. 8, Zn), and due to the fact
that t is enclidean it can be proven fusing or
resultcalled Measurable Projections Theorem)
that on is indeed arandom vector (thus has
a well defined distribution).

Questions is on generally analytically tractable, i.e.
can the defining optimization problem be analytically
solved?

③Answer. Generally it isn't. The OLSEestimator is a simple
special case ofsolvability (but this can become also
non tractable for of 1R9-can you derive the

OLSEfor O=R" - the estimator components coc

only assume integral values). Consider the Gaussian
QMLEin the GARCHCA.1] example. You can easily
see thatit does not have a closed form; thus:



d-
.
The OE estimators do not generally have closed
forms due to the complexity of the optimization problem
at hand .[finite sample properties are difficult

to establish!]
2. Their derivation is thus generally based on numerical/
computational procedures Cthis implies that their definition
should also involve

,
and their properties depend on, the

algorithm used]

3.◦ Their properties must be thus derivable from

the properties of the optimization problem .

We will focus our analysis in the limit theory
suchlike estimators and corresponding testingprocedures

. Our derivations will involve high level

assumptions and general properties on the issue
of approximation of optimization problems.

Before doing so we need the notion ofidentification(otherwise analysis we'll oce lease become

Quite complicated} we will try to obtain a

flavor of the partial identification fvocaeeworw
via the Nosh equilibria example later on .)

Definition Forthestatistical Model at hand
,
O_0 is identified by the

criterion CC-07 ift Do= aryoiin CLOD.
D-C--0



Remon. This essentially means that do is uniquely
recoverable vioc minimization of CLA). This
fails itorgain (CF) is non singleton.
When identification fails, the point ofthe statistical
model represented by C, contains not enough informal
tion about80. Exogenous further information is thus
required.
Identification holds when - for example-c(o) is strictly
convex and additionally O is convex,

example: In the usual lineon model with homosedastici-

ty we owe that:

TEl In-m0)'Cn-XuoBo
F((Xu 100-0) +2)'(Xu(00 -0) +5n)/6(x1))

=

=(0-0)E(nxn(xn) f+ 1in10
+ 2(60-0)E(Xn'2 /6(X01)

=(0-0)' XnXu'(00-0)+h, and this
is uniquely minimized atto itrocuw(xn)=p.



Demario We Mase not confuse the issue of uniqueness of

owguein.CC-07 , with the issue of uniqueness of -0N .
D-C-⊖

The former waxy hold bae the batter May not Cas

mentioned before some selection procedure may be

needed for On]
.

The usual linear model and
the OLSE May confuse us due to theconditionalCon ocxn) ) analysis . Kenderunconditionalanalysis the identification condition becomes

rani E- Cxn) =p , a sufficient condition of which

what is important in our case is an asymptotic
version of the notion of identification:.*i:÷:÷:÷÷÷÷÷:÷:::::::thou we will discuss later) to a deterministic function
C* : D-→IR .

↓
independent
of the sample.

Circo) iff -00 = arguein C.*COD
.

-0cg
th Mang cases c.=c* and the two notions

coincide
.
(we will examine several examples)



Example in the usual lineour model this holds where

#xn' converges in probability to a

Matrixofrank9. This is stronger thou

rouw x =p.E

Appendix
* this colouring denotes types corrections (24/01/23)

* This colouring denotes endnotes numberings in the

Movin text.

Endnotes

① Notice thatin this special case the regression
docarix Moly also contain other regressors,

e.g. aconstant vector at1, etc. Thisoccyme -

nted structure is useful in testing the rolidi-

ty ofthe economic relation implied by

the CAPA;e.g. ifthe coefficient ofthe const
out regressor issystematicallystatistical-
by significant, then this constitutes empirical
evidence againstthe "universal validity of

the CAPM. E.
-1



① As commented in the follow up notes ofconsistency
amore general frameworm ofexistence, is thaton is

bounded from below (in 0), with probability to itanon

necessarily zero "optimization error,is allowed in the definition.
for Un10 with probability 1, then on is

defined by the relation:
Cn(0n)=inf(n (f) +Un(*)

When un =0 land ifarymin (h(8) #4) we recover the
00

original definition. Ifarymin(aca) with positive pro-
oCQ

bobilitythen for any anso with probability , (*)
provides as well defined estimator- why?

E

③ Actually, and since rankXn=p (with probabilityI
and thus in is strictly convex in 0 (with probability(
the derivation ofthe OLSEfor ageneral ofcan
be proven to emerge vial one orgain 11 (nix)*u'in-oll,

OCO

and this has aunique solution if O is closed and convex
E

⑪ Even though we have not managed to exaltine
this strategic interaction, we have specified agame
with stochastic,utility.The outcomes are
Stochastic Nosh equilibria. E


